Office Order

The procedure for issuing acknowledgement for Green category industries in small/tiny scales and having investment upto Rs. 5.0 crore have been reviewed and in supersession to earlier orders, the following procedure for disposal of consent applications for Green category industries in small/tiny scales and having investment upto Rs. 5.0 crore will be followed:-

1. The application along with applicable fees shall be submitted by the industry online along with uploaded scanned copies of following documents:-
   a. C. A. certificate certifying total capital investment.
   b. Authority letter/Board Resolution/Power of attorney in favour of authorized signatory.
   c. The details of raw materials, products and processes.
   d. Copy of land ownership/conveyance documents.
   e. Copy of acknowledgement from DIC/Secretariat for Industrial Assistance, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, New Delhi or
   f. An affidavit to the effect that DIC/SIA registration is not applicable.
   g. Any ID proof of signatory out of Passport/Election card/Aadhar card/Pan card/Bharmashah card etc.

2. The industry has to submit affidavit in online format while submitting application.

3. The application will be scrutinized online by designated officer of the rank of AEE or above at the centralized cell created at Head office.

4. The designated officer shall issue acceptance of complete application online.

5. The copy of acknowledgement will be mailed on the registered e-mail ID and can be downloaded from anywhere. The acknowledgement so downloaded need not be signed.

6. The copy will also be forwarded to concerning Regional office where a printout along with application form and enclosed documents shall be maintained for record.

In the meantime, all Regional officers are directed to dispose of all the applications pending with them within 15 days from the issue of this office order. The Regional officers shall forward daily progress report to Incharge-IT.

The order becomes effective from 01.12.2015.

This bears the approval of the competent authority.

(K. C. A. Arun Prasad)
Member Secretary

Dated: 17.11.2015

F.12 (PSC-1)/RSPCB/PSC/1440/EO/1476
Copy to following for information and necessary action:
1. P.S. to Chairperson, RSPCB, Jaipur
2. Sr. P.A. to Member Secretary, RSPCB, Jaipur
3. Chief Environmental Engineer / Chief Scientific Officer, RSPCB, Jaipur
4. Group Incharge HWM/ MSW/ BMW/ HOP/ Textile/ CPM/ Planning/ IT/ DF &
   Cess/ MUID/ Mines/ CD & SCMG/ Law/ CCC, RSPCB, Jaipur
5. Regional Officer, RSPCB, Jaipur/ Alwar/ Balotra/ Bharatpur/ Bhilwara/ Bikaner/
   Jodhpur/ Pali/ Kota/ Chittorgarh/ Kishangarh/ Sikar/ Udaipur.
6. ACP, RPCB, Jaipur, with the direction to upload the order on Board’s website.
7. Master File (PSC-6), PSC, RPCB, Jaipur.

[Signature]
Member Secretary
Declaration in Acknowledgement in case of Green Industries

1. S/o Shri .................................. Proprietor/ Partner/ Managing Director of M/s. .................................. Resident of .................................. Age .... solemnly affirms and declare as under:

   1. That I am responsible for establishing/ operating* the industry/ process/ operation/ project/ service* named M/s. .................................. and shall be responsible for the conduct/violation made by the said industry/ process/ operation/ project/ service*.

   2. That ...... (name and designation) am authorized to sign the consent application form and other documents/ enclosures with the applications on behalf of M/s. ..................................

   3. That the industry is a tiny/ small scale* unit with SSI registration no/ DGTD registration no./ Secretariat for Industrial Assistance (SIA), Ministry of Commerce and Industry, New Delhi/ letter of intent no.*

   4. That the Industry/ Project/ Process/ Activity have not commenced its production/ activity/ functioning till date of filing the application.

   OR

   That the Industry/ Project/ Process/ Activity has commenced its production/ activity w.e.f. ..............

   5. That this Consent is being obtained for industry/ process/ operation/ project/ service* of ............. having capacity ...................... which is covered under the green category, as per categorization of the State Board.

   6. That the quantity of trade and domestic effluent shall not exceed ...... KLD and ...... KLD respectively. The mode of disposal shall be ......... For trade effluent ......... For domestic effluent.

   OR

   That there is no generation of the any trade/ industrial effluent from the industry/ process/ operation/ project/ service*.

   7. That no Ground Water shall be withdrawn without prior approval of the competent authority.
8. That any deviation from the submitted details will render the acknowledgement infructuous instantly and deemed to be violations of the Water Act & Air Act.

9. That I have understood the provisions under which this acknowledgement is issued to me and declare that all the information/documents submitted are true and correct and submission of incorrect/wrong/fabricated information will be violation of the Act and Rules and lead to revocation of the acknowledgement. The submission of incorrect/wrong/fabricated information is violation of Water (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act 1974 & the Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act 1981, Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and Information Technology Act 2002 and appropriate action under provisions of law can be initiated against me.

10. That I have understood all legal implication associated with submissions made to the Rajasthan State Pollution Control Board.

(Signature of the applicant)

Verification

Verified at ................... on this ................ (day, month and year), that the above contents of this affidavit are true & correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and nothing has been concealed there from.

(Signature of the applicant)